
 

UCSB JR. LIFEGUARDS JG JOURNAL Week 6 
  

Aug. 6th - Aug. 10th 2018:  8:30 AM – 12:30 PM 

Weekly Calendar for Session 2 Week 3 
 
MON   First Aid: Heat + Cold Emergencies 
  
TUES    Ocean Awareness: waves, tides, currents 
 
WED    Ocean Lifesaving + Mock Rescues 
 
THUR   Beach clean-up + pizza 
 
FRI       First Aid: Shock, Seizure, Stroke 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                         The Pit of Doom 
 

 

 

 



 

UCSB JR LIFEGUARDS   

D GROUP HIGHLIGHTS 

     

      Ds and Cs learning about water rescues from firefighters                          Ds engineering prowess 

 

The second week of session two was packed with fun activities! Workout highlights include a 

long run, swimming back to camp from around the point, a long paddle and a camp wide 

strength building workout. Other activities included a game of bunker ball, the fire engine demos 

where the Ds asked many insightful questions and a lesson on CPR. All the instructors were 

impressed with the Ds understanding of CPR and their skills demonstration and we’re confident 

that they would know how to react in an emergency situation. The week finished with the annual 

Fun Competition where Ds competed in the infamous Pit of Doom, a paddle relay where the Ds 

had to use a makeshift paddle on a giant board, a game of kickball, and a wacky relay involving 

face painting and big jackets. A shout out goes to Isla who put in an especially impressive 

amount of effort on the kickball game. With only two weeks left of camp, the instructors are 

looking forward to making the most of it with this super group of kids! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

UCSB JR LIFEGUARDS   

C GROUP HIGHLIGHTS 

 
         An excellent demonstration of CPR                             Emerging from the Pit of Doom! 

 

The C’s started session two with a fire engine demo. The Cs learned about the equipment on the 

fire engine and the ambulance. Tuesday the Cs learned how to perform CPR and Hanalora 

impressed the instructors with her CPR skills. Wednesday the Cs took advantage of the low tide 

and went out tidepooling and were able to find many interesting things. Later in the day we 

played bunkerbal and the smiles were plentiful. Thursday the Cs took part in “Thousand abs 

Thursday”, a Jr. Guard tradition with the B and A groups. Friday the C’s did the fun comp and 

enjoyed the pit of dooooom. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

UCSB JR LIFEGUARDS   

B GROUP HIGHLIGHTS  

 
                       Mackie getting a “hit” in kickball                                                   Bs practicing CPR  

 

My last week of junior guards with the B’s (it’s okay to shed a few tears - I know I am) was 

possibly the most intense I’ve had as an instructor. We completed an energetic “Thousand ab 

Thursday” and swam over 1000m in the ocean on Wednesday. All the JGs excelled at these 

workouts well beyond expectations with Cody, Easton, and Brendan giving standout 

performances. The B’s also learned and solidified their knowledge of CPR and the “Cardiac 

Chain of Survival” this week. Friday we hosted a fun competition for all the JGs with the 

standout event being an elaborate obstacle course with trenches and tunnels. Bradley showed the 

group an excellent attitude and crawled through the obstacle course with unrivaled speed and 

enthusiasm! As I am going back to school to take classes I will be leaving the B group for the 

remainder of the session and already miss them. I cannot wait to see how they all grow over the 

next year. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

UCSB JR LIFEGUARDS   

A GROUP HIGHLIGHTS 
 

      

                  Osiris kicks the ball into deep left field                                    Sophia and Ali racing each other  

 

This week started off in spectacular fashion as the A group went for a swim-run-swim around the 

point. On Tuesday the As learned about responding to acute myocardial infarctions in the heart 

attack first aid talk. Wednesday saw the As honing their CPR skills with the B group. Thursday 

was camp wide full-body exercise day that many campers excelled at and participated with 

excellent comradery. Friday was the fun competition and all the age groups intermingled with 

one another as they crawled through the obstacle course with the Pit-o'-Doom, played kickball, 

ran through the silly relay and paddled around the buoys using rescue tubes as paddles. Next 

week invites many more exercises and activities for the A group to enjoy. 

 


